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Abstract: Fe/Ru nanoparticles were synthesized using a modified chemical reduction under hydrothermal reaction
and PAA as a protective agent, to product uniform Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles. The as-synthesized bimetallic
nanoparticles were characterized by Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), X-Ray Photon Spectroscopy (XPS),
and UV-Visible spectroscopy. The synthesized Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles possess uniform growth as well as high
surface area. The results suggest that the proposed Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles could be utilized as a catalyst for
the surface growth of SWNTs by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
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1. Introduction
The design and controlled synthesis of
nanostructured materials with functional properties
have attracted significant interest due to their
diverse applications such as magnetic devices,
catalysts, optoelectronics, and single-electron
transistors [1-3].
Bimetallic nanoparticles, composed of two
different metals, have drawn a greater interest than
the monometallic [4, 5]. Constituting metals and
their nanometric size determine the properties of
the bimetallic nanoparticles. These are synthesized
by the combination of different architectures of
metallic nanoparticles [6]. Researchers have recently
focused on the selective preparation of new
bimetallic nanoparticles in various forms, such as

alloys, a core-shell, and a contact aggregate, as they
may have unique electronic, optical and catalytic
properties,
absent
from
nanoparticles,
corresponding monometallic compounds [7-10].
The synthesis method determines the structure and
miscibility of the two metals in bimetallic
nanoparticles.
The Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles were
subsequently loaded onto a MgAl2O4 supporter
with K2O as promoters and used as a catalyst for
water-gas shifts reaction. In contrast, the Fe/Ru
bimetallic nanoparticles show high catalytic activity
for water-gas shift reaction [11]. For example, in the
case of a Fe/Co-Zeolite system with camphor, the
ideal temperature for SWNTS growth was reported
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to be around 900°C, whereas, for MWCNTs, the yield and small diameter [15]. Xuan Wang
ideal growth temperature was reported to be 650°C demonstrated that bimetallic catalysts such as
[12]. Bilu Liu reported that the novel bimetallic Fe/Ru and Fe/Pt in size range of 0.5-3 nm are
nanoparticles of Co/Pt catalyst for the very currently being considered for the effective growth
selective growth of excellent quality SWNTSs with of SWNTs on flat surfaces [16].
a narrow chirality distribution at relatively high
In this study, we report an efficient synthesis
temperatures of 800°C and 850°C using route to achieve Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles
atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) [13]. S.Y. using modified chemical reduction under the
Moon et al. reported the evolution of CNT fiber hydrothermal method to reduce the mixture of iron
synthesis with Fe/Ni-based NPs in the gas phase and ruthenium chloride in the presence of PAA. We
during CVD [14]. A. Castan et al. developed a proposed Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles could be
facile synthesis method able to produce a wide utilized as a catalyst for the surface growth of
range of homogenous bimetallic nanoparticles for SWNTs by chemical vapor deposition.
efficient catalysts for SWNTS growth with a good

2. Materials and Methods
Analytical-grade reagents of Iron chloride
tetrahydrate (FeCl3·4H2O), Ruthenium chloride
hydrate (RuCl3∙nH2O), Poly (acrylic acid, sodium
salt) 35 wt% solution in water (Mw, 15,000), NaOH
and double distilled water were used in all
experiments. All the chemicals were used as
received without further purification.
A typical procedure is described as follows.
Firstly, We prepared two samples with the different
molar ratio now each sample contain 0.4050 gm of
FeCl3.6H2O, 0.9315 gm of RuCl3.nH2O gm, 0.9779
gm of PAA and 0.405 gm of FeCl3.6H2O, 1.242 gm
of RuCl3.nH2O, 1.22 gm of PAA were dissolved 45
ml double distilled water in two separate bickers and
magnetically stirred vigorously for 45 min. After

that, 0.1 M of sodium hydroxide was mixed. Then
the combined solution was transferred into 50 ml of
Teflon cup in a stainless steel-lined autoclave. The
autoclave was heated at 80°C for 3h, and the mixer
was cooled to room temperature by removing the
heat source. The nanoparticles were separated from
the mixture by ultrasonication for 1.5 h. After
removing the supernatant, the precipitate was rinsed
with methanol and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15
min several times. Finally, these clean precipitates
were dried in an oven overnight in the air at 50°C.
A series of bimetallic nanoparticles were prepared
by varying the molar ratio of iron to ruthenium
precursors.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological surface analysis.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
used to analyze the structure and composition of
Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles. The TEM image
patterns of the as-synthesized two Fe/Ru
nanoparticles samples are shown in Fig. 1(a,b). The
formation of bimetallic nanoparticles was first
confirmed by TEM. The molar ratio of iron
chloride to ruthenium chloride precursor contained
in the reactant solution was 1:3 and 1:4, and PAA to
metal chloride precursor ratio is fixed 5:1 in both
samples. The Fe/Ru (1:3) nanoparticles are more
uniform and spherical as compared with Fe/Ru
(1:4). Although the sample preparation for TEM is
performed inside a glove box, the samples are
transiently exposed to air when mounting samples
on the microscope. Therefore, a thin oxide-layer on
these nanoparticles in unavoidable. Besides, in the

upper right region of Fig. 1, the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the
bimetallic Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles is
represented. Both SAED patterns did not show
many spots and circles, indicating that the bimetallic
Fe/Ru nanoparticles are very fine particles. HighResolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) was used to analyze the structure and
composition of Fe/Ru bimetallic nanoparticles.
When the molar ratio of iron to ruthenium is 1:3, it
is found that the average size of the nanoparticles is
~5 nm are observed, as showed in figure 2(A).
When the molar ratio has increased to 1:4, it is
clearly seen that most of the nanoparticles are in
larger diameter with an average of ~11 nm diameter
in figure 2(B).
Figure 3(A, B) shows the typical HRTEM
image of two bimetallic nanoparticles with a
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Figure 2. The histogram of as-prepared Fe/Ru
different molar ratio of iron to the ruthenium
bimetallic
nanoparticles with different molar ratios (a)
precursor. Judging from the surface plot profile, the
1:3; (b) 1:4.
Fe/Ru (1:3) bimetallic nanoparticles appeared to be
single crystalline nature and spherical as compared
to Fe/Ru (1:4). Jian-Quan Du et al. reported it is
difficult to obtain homogeneous bimetallic
nanoparticles when the Fe/Ru molar ratio is too
high [11].

Figure 3. Typical high-resolution TEM images of
Fe/Ru alloys nanoparticles with Fe/Ru molar ratio are
1:3 and 1:4, as well as the molar ratio of PAA to metal
ions for all is 5:1, while the inset shows the surface plot
profile of selected parts.
Figure 1. The representative transmission electron
microscope (TEM) micrographs and the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) patterns different from the
molar ratio of (a)1:3; (b) 1:4.

3.2. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
Surface Analysis.
To analyze the chemical state of the particles
to be created in the Ferric chloride and Ruthenium
trichloride reactant solution assisted by
hydrothermal process, the X-ray Photon
Spectroscopy (XPS) was used and the results
attained from the examination are represented in
Fig. 4. The similar surface element states can be
observed in the samples prepared with a different
molar ratio of iron to ruthenium precursors. Figure
3a depicts that two ion elements in the 2p region
with Fe3/2 at approximately 706.0 eV and Fe 2p1/2 at
approximately 719.5 eV are observed for two
samples (1:3 and 1:4) indicating a pure metallic state
of Fe atoms [17]. The other two characteristic peaks
observed with Fe 2p1/2 at about 723.5 eV and Fe
2p3/2 at about 709.5 eV for the samples prepared in
the aqueous solution without NaOH addition
demonstrate the formation iron oxides of Fe3O4
[18]. While for the samples prepared with NaOH
water solvent, the peak intensity corresponding to
metallic Fe is much stronger, indicating that slighter
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oxidization occurs on the surface of the samples (SPR) absorption peaks were present in the blank
[19]. Figure 4(B) shows that the ruthenium in the 3p glass in the scanned wavelength range.
region. The peaks of 3p3/2 ruthenium were
observed from each level of 462.0 eV and 463.8 eV,
and peaks of 3p1/2 ruthenium were identified from
each point of 484.1 eV and 486.0 eV. Thus, based
on these results, the contemporaneous synthesis of
metallic Ru was identified [20, 21]. From the results
obtained by the XPS analysis, the particles
synthesized by the chemical reduction assisted
hydrothermal process employed in this study were
identified as the bimetallic Fe/Ru nanoparticles,
which were comprised of metallic iron and metallic
ruthenium.
Figure 5. UV-Visible spectra of bimetallic Fe/Ru
nanoparticles prepared with different iron to ruthenium
molar ratio of (a) 1:3 and (b) 1:4.

Figure 4. XPS spectra of bimetallic Fe/Ru
nanoparticles prepared with different iron to ruthenium
molar ratio of (a) 1:3 and (b) 1:4.

3.3. UV-Visible spectroscopy.
An absorption spectrophotometer works in a
range from about 200 nm (in the near ultra-violet)
to about 800 nm (in the very near infra-red), as
defined by the working range of typical commercial
UV-VIS spectrophotometers. Figure 5 depicts that
there is no significant surface plasmon resonance

3.4. Development of CNTs.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is
commonly referred to as catalytic chemical vapor
deposition (c-CVD) due to the use of metal catalysts
in the thermal decomposition of a hydrocarbon
vapor. Catalysts play a very significant role in the
growth of CNTs [22]. An ideal catalyst material
should be mono-dispersed on the surface of the
substrate and offer high surface area as well as
controlled growth of CNTs with better diameter
distribution [23]. By increasing the interactions
between catalyst support and the catalyst
nanoparticles, it is possible to control some of the
problems encountered at high temperatures.
Hydrocarbon sources may be benzene, alcohol,
carbon monoxide, and camphor [24]. For the
decomposition of hydrocarbons, nanoscale
transition metal catalysts such as Fe, Co, Ni, Mo,
Ru, Cu, Au, Ag, and Pt are commonly used, but in
some cases, metal catalysts are mixed with catalyst
supports such as SiO2, MgO and Al2O3 in order to
increase the surface area of the catalytic reaction
[25-27]. The bimetallic nanoparticles based catalysts
are compared with single metal catalysts such as Fe,
Ru, and Pt of similar size, bimetallic catalyst Fe/Pt
improved the production of SWNTSs by at least
200% [16].
It has been reported that the nanoparticles of
Fe, Ru, and Pt are active towards the decomposition
of methane and are capable of dissolving carbon
atoms [16]. However, for Pt nanoparticles, judged
from the phase diagram of Pt and C, a temperature
higher than 1500°C is probably required to
precipitate carbon from the Pt-C alloy [28]. Thus,
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under our reaction temperature of 900°C, single Pt improved wetting ability of bimetallic nanoparticles
nanoparticles incapable of precipitating carbon on SiO2 surface; third, the stronger binding energy
atoms showed no activity toward the SWNT between bimetallic nanoparticles and graphene
growth. Possible reasons for the synergistic effect of sheets for the formation of graphene caps [28].
Ru or Pt when alloyed with iron may be elicited Thus the present work offers a simple chemical way
from three aspects: first, the enhanced ability of of producing Fe/Ru nanoparticles and proposed
bimetallic nanoparticles in decomposing methane application of the efficient and reproducible surface
and in dissolving carbon atoms; second, the growth of SWNTs.

4. Conclusions
In this study, the Fe/Ru alloys bimetallic
nanoparticles have been synthesized by
modified chemical reduction associated with
the hydrothermal method, to obtain bimetallic
nanoparticles such as Fe/Ru (1:3) and Fe/Ru
(1:4) alloys in the size distribution of 2-6 nm.
The TEM indicates that the synthesized
nanoparticles are uniform and spherical in
nature. The TEM image of the molar ratio of
1:3 shows the very low agglomeration, uniform
size distribution, and high growth rate as

compared to the molar ratio of 1:4. The XPS
data of as-synthesized Fe/Ru alloys bimetallic
nanoparticles shows the existence of Fe metal,
and metallic Ru (RuO) was identified. The UVVisible data indicates that there is no significant
SPR absorption peaks were present in the
scanned wavelength range. The results suggest
that the proposed Fe/Ru bimetallic
nanoparticles could be utilized as a catalyst for
the surface growth of SWNTs by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD).
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